
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of cisco network engineer. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for cisco network engineer

Identify and recommend mission hardware and mission support solutions
based on research and analysis of new technologies
Update system hardware to ensure system currency (as defined by OEMs and
industry best practices
The candidate is responsible for the Design and Architecture of the global
network services platform
Design, innovate and improve the global network with a strong
understanding of network design, network security and high availability
Review and approve architecture, governance, disaster recovery, business
continuity and security plans
Approve designs and capacity planning for new sites and site expansions
Looks at lowering the cost of our Network, but maintaining high availability
Work in a highly collaborative mode with other members of the Network
Team to ensure that any additions or changes to design for our Global
Network are well understood and managed
Leads and coordinates design, builds and testing of how applications and
data impact the network
Integrate across the Network Team, IT Management, Tower leads, Business
Process and other IT Teams supporting actions to correct deficiencies

Qualifications for cisco network engineer

Example of Cisco Network Engineer Job Description
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Must not have traveled outside the United States for a combined period of 6
months (or longer) within the last 5 years
Ability to apply principles, theories, and concepts, knowledge or related
networking disciplines
Advanced knowledge and troubleshooting skills to support wireless
infrastructures advanced in gathering requirements and/ supporting network
solutions
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or Information Technology or
commensurate selection criteria experience
Proven experience installing, configuring, and troubleshooting VPN
connections


